The broad goal of GEOSS-V, creating a unified system of systems that encompasses all relevant atmospheric and environmental remote sensing data, accesses social and economic impact information, and integrates all relevant analysis and decision-making tools, is a monumental task. This is made more difficult in that as technology and algorithms change at an ever-increasing pace, the ability to test, prototype, and integrate new technology is often difficult in large production systems. We have been developing Graphyte, a very flexible lightweight integration framework which is aimed at augmenting GEOSS-V technology by providing agile development tools for research and development.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Graphyte is a project to create software which enables a collaborative and distributed environment for research. Rather than creating a new system structure, its goal is to integrate tools, interfaces, and data that scientists are already using to develop scientific scripts and programs. In addition, the system encourages some of the best practices from modern software engineering. It integrates distributed version control, grid and cloud computation, data management, advanced analysis, and visualization tools with multiple clients, including a web-based interface. The first prototype of Graphyte, called “Atlas,” provides a through-the-web interface, which permits the editing of Python scripts to read, statistically analyze, and visualize NOAA’s remote sensing data. Based on user feedback, we have completely restructured the system to better accommodate NOAA’s current workflows. The new version, codenamed “Betelgeuse,” has many new capabilities. In addition to Python, the system is now able to handle virtually any research coding language that the execution environment supports, making it compatible with languages currently used at NOAA such as Fortran, IDL, and C/C++. Execution is managed by a sophisticated job system which is able to use grid and cloud High Performance Computing (HPC) resources. The system also provides for the management and reusability of distributed data.

Another important aspect of Graphyte Betelgeuse is that it provides fine-grained user and group permissions. This allows researchers to select with whom they want to share code, data, and results. This is a critical pre-requisite for any practical adoption in a research context. In addition to the wide and deep functionality provided by accessing open-source libraries within the system, such as for GIS, economic analysis, machine learning, statistics, image processing, physics, and visualization of data, we provide wrappers for convenient access to NOAA and NASA remote sensing data.
2. BACKGROUND

There are a number of systems that provide a complete workbench of tools for computation and analysis of data. The McIDAS-X\textsuperscript{3} and V\textsuperscript{3} and ENVI\textsuperscript{2} software are desktop applications that combine interactive viewers with built-in image analysis capability. While Graphyte does not currently support interactive analysis, Graphyte clients can provide interactive viewing of results such as a web client with a 3D viewer for 3D data, or pan and zoom viewers for images. In addition, it is possible to interoperate with some of these interactive environments through backend plugins. For example a plugin could be written for the Java-based McIDAS-V, allowing it to run scripts through Graphyte and return results for interactive viewing.

Another way Graphyte can work together with current technology is that many current tools can be scripted. For instance, McIDAS-V, IDL\textsuperscript{2} or MATLAB can run scripts which dump output to files in batch mode. Any batch job can be dispatched by Graphyte Betelgeuse to a machine that can run that script, as long as one is available to the job dispatcher with the proper software and licenses. This gives two advantages. One is that it means one can initiate and manage runs through a variety of clients. For example, a web interface could be used to run a McIDAS script from a mobile device, even if McIDAS does not directly provide such an interface. Another advantage is that because outputs for runs are stored in the system, they can be used as inputs for future runs. That makes it possible to link a run using one program environment, say IDL, through outputs, to a run using another, such as Python. While it is possible to do this kind of thing manually from a workstation, it could be run through a web or shell client remotely using Graphyte. Unlike trying to do this directly using a bash shell, data is managed and tagged for the user, and history is kept.

There are other systems that allow scientific workflow processing, though not specifically for remote sensing, such as Vistrails, Taverna, and Kepler.\textsuperscript{4–6} In addition, there are web-based workflow systems such as HubZero and MyExperiment.com.\textsuperscript{7–9} A number of these tools were surveyed in a paper by Börner proposing Plug-and-Play Macrosopes.\textsuperscript{10} Typically these systems are based on component-based software engineering. Users must componentize their code as plugins or modules, which could then be graphically linked within these systems. While this is a powerful framework that has the potential to unify source code of heterogeneous types into a single coherent architecture, users who are simply looking for a system to simply run a script may not be willing to componentize their code. Graphyte more easily accommodates the user’s current code and workflow since it acts more as a script that dispatches the user’s code to be run on some system that can accommodate it, rather than attempting to be a universal environment for running code itself. It should be noted, however, that although the current version of Graphyte is not adapted to do so, it would be possible to use a workflow system such as described above as a computational server for Graphyte. Thus, to the extent that the code in the workflow system could be specified as a set of files, Graphyte could store those files, submit them to the workflow system, and retrieve the outputs. In this way it, could add value to a workflow system in that it could make it better interoperable with other non-workflow/non-component based software.

There are other systems that permit editing and execution of code through the web. For instance the Sage project gives the ability to execute programs as scientific notebooks in a large set of scripting languages, including Python, R, and MATLAB.\textsuperscript{11} Nevertheless, it is not meant to develop large model runs or to build and execute general-purpose code with multiple files. The cloud service Kodingen lets you edit and run code through the web but it is designed for deploying web applications rather than scientific batches.\textsuperscript{12} Again, since Graphyte dispatches jobs to other servers for computation, it would be possible to use these services through Graphyte and thus combine them with other services. In short, Graphyte provides a concierge-like service which brokers batch computation, and tracks and manages data input and output for the users, and through multiple clients. This kind of service is unique.

3. GRAPHYTE ATLAS

Graphyte Atlas is the initial version of the Graphyte toolkit system. A small group of scientists at NOAA and partner institutions are currently testing this system. Atlas provides a web interface to analyze data, execute code, optionally in an HPCC environment, view results, and collaborate remotely. We have previously reported our early development Atlas CITE. By continuing to integrate Python libraries, adding scripts, developing documentation, and wrapping Fortran retrieval code, we have improved the system’s functionality.
Currently the system provides accessibility to a wide range of numerical, scientific, and mathematical libraries through Python scripts. For example, figure 1 shows a script to generate a random walk. It was written and run through a web page alongside the generated output. The plot was generated using the Python Matplotlib visualization library. The numerical operations were performed by the Python Numpy library which supports a full suite of basic matrix operations and numerical programming. It is important to note that although called from Python, the mathematical and matrix operations are actually implemented and executed in compiled C or Fortran and thus are quite fast.

The companion library SciPy provides a full range of functions for probability and statistics, Fourier transforms, linear and non-linear optimization, numerical integration, regression, signal processing, data clustering, interpolation, multi-dimensional image processing, and MATLAB data compatibility. In addition, Matplotlib provides data visualization, and basemap provides geographic re-projection of vector maps and wraps the widely used mapping library proj4. More recently, we are integrating the NCAR library PyNGL which provides the ability to create meteorological visualizations, such as Skew-T plots, as shown in Figure 2.

We have included a number of libraries to work with data, as well as having written our own software to display and analyze remote sensing data. There are functions for reading an extensive array of remote sensing data formats including HDF4/5, NetCDF, Envi, NDF, png, GeoTiff, GRIB1, GRIB2, Shapefile, MapInfo, and GMT, as well as generic formats like CSV, Excel, XML, JSON, and Yaml. Figure 3 shows a MODIS granule in HDF that was read in and displayed using Matplotlib, within Graphyte. Figure 4 shows a GOES sounder image that has been remapped using proj4, interpolated using Scipy, then displayed using basemap and Matplotlib. As another example, the GOES sounder data was processed by Python-wrapped Fortran code provided by Ken Pryor to compute the Microburst Wind Potential Index as shown in Figure 5. Using FAA data for airport locations, and the Python library basemap for mapping, Pryor has been using Graphyte for on-demand visualizations of this measure of severe weather risk.

Within Atlas, users are given storage space to which they can upload data of their choosing. They can then access their files from within the system by specifying a path on a shared file system. In addition to that, we have large collections of shared data stores which include data from MODIS, SEVIRI, AVHRR, GOES, and NCEP/NCAR data sets. Further data outside Atlas can be accessed on demand through web data services such as OpenDAP. In addition to accessing data services, it is possible from within ATLAS to access High
Performance Computing Center (HPCC) resources, though in a limited way. We created methods that could be called within a script to log in and send the script to an HPCC.

Figure 2. Skew-T plot from the NCAR PyNGL library which can be generated through Graphyte

Figure 3. A MODIS image plotted in Graphyte using Matplotlib

Figure 4. Image generated from python script for reading a GOES Sounder file and remapping it using matplotlib and Basemap.

Figure 5. Map generated from python wrapper for fortran code that calculates GOES sounder MWPI above a risk threshold with airports and locations of interest marked.

Graphyte Atlas has provided a demonstration of the potential of such a collaborative system, yet it has been missing some important features. One problem is that the system could only handle single-file scripts. This is a problem both for reusability and for organization. In addition, although the system as a whole was protected by a login, there is no mechanism in Graphyte Atlas to make code private, or share it only with specific people. Another problem is that Atlas does not provide data storage to users beyond uploading to their user accounts. If the user moved the data accidentally, the script would break. Also, the system should transparently leverage
HPCC resources rather than force the user to handle communication with the HPCC within their script. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we found from interviews with users that it was essential to be able to run code in any language without significant modification. Despite the fact that MATLAB and IDL scripts may be easily translated to Python, and that Fortran, C/C++ and Java may be accessed from Python, some users told us that unless they could directly run their code in these languages, they were unwilling to use the system. To address this we have radically redesigned the system, and call the new version Betelgeuse.

4. GRAPHYTE BETELGEUSE ARCHITECTURE

![Figure 6. Graphyte Software Architecture Diagram](image)

![Figure 7. Graphyte System Models](image)

In order to accommodate all the features previously missing, described in the previous section, Graphyte Betelgeuse has been factored into separate client and server parts as shown in figure 6. Rather than being designed around web application, Betelgeuse is designed to support multiple clients, with core functionality being provided as a service to the clients. When a user interacts with Graphyte, the user may interact with direct or indirect clients. The direct clients allow the user to connect to the Graphyte system directly, such as with a shell, but require software to be installed on the user’s machine. Indirect clients allow users to access the system without installing any Graphyte-specific software, for example using a web browser.

An important aspect of Graphyte Betelgeuse architecture is that the system delegates much of its functionality to external systems. For example, the source code for Graphyte is stored in an external source code repository. This means that Graphyte can be integrated into current workflow practices. As another example, Graphyte can use a variety of types of external data storage such as disk or cloud storage facilities. Finally, Graphyte can use the Condor dispatcher. Through Condor, computation can occur on local clusters, remote grids, or even using cloud computation. Graphyte acts as a concierge managing a virtual integration of disparate external services. Graphyte clients interact directly with external services whenever possible. However, if an operation requires multiple services to be coordinated, the Graphyte core server (GCS) provides integration through an Application Programming Interface (API) provided to the clients. For an example, when a run is complete, the GCS will move output artifacts from the Condor master to external data storage. The Byte Blob Data System (BBDS) maintains identifiers to all artifacts the system uses, as well as the location in internal or external systems that those artifacts can be retrieved. The BBDS also stores metadata on byte blobs.

The primary objects of the Graphyte system are represented by a set of models shown in figure 7. A codebundle is a repository of user source code and some metadata that permits the code to be built and run. As noted earlier, the repository itself is not kept within the system. The GCS just stores the information that it needs to perform the required operations on the repository. Data sets, built code, and outputs from previous runs, are all considered data sets, and are tracked by data models in the BBDS. To perform a build, the data is associated with the codebundle through a configuration file. In preparation for the build the data is either linked or copied to the correct location so when the build is executed it is where the code expects it to be in order to
accomplish a successful build. The build is a container with metadata. If the build is successful, it refers to a number of build outputs which are output artifacts. Those outputs are tracked by the BBDS system. After a build, the build outputs, along with potentially more linked data and libraries, can be associated in the process of running the build to create a run. Builds and runs are similar except that runs are terminal: they can only be viewed, not modified. A build can be executed many times with different data and parameters, creating many runs. Run outputs, like build outputs, are stored and tracked by the BBDS, with the run model providing a permanent record of the run. Thus these models of codebundle, build, and run, and the operations on them, are the primary focus of Graphyte and are accessible through the various Graphyte clients.

5. GRAPHYTE CLIENTS

Graphyte Betelgeuse is designed so that it is easy to create clients that are adapted to best match a user’s needs. All clients use the Graphyte server to mediate the interaction between the external services provided by code repositories, computational servers, and data centers. The clients interact directly with those services whenever communication with the Graphyte servers is unnecessary, such as when a user needs to update code in a source code repository. The user interacts with Graphyte through one of two classes of clients: direct and indirect clients.

5.1 Direct Clients

A Graphyte client can be used as a plugin to a more complex system, such as a pre-existing visualization application such as MacIDAS or through a simple shell client. It is also planned to develop native mobile and tablet apps, particularly for viewing data and visualization. For such direct clients, users would need to install Graphyte software locally.

![Figure 8. Screen capture of a help message viewed from the GCLI](image-url)
Figure 9. Commands and example input to the Graphyte Command Line Interface (GCLI)

For instance users can download and run an installer which sets up a shell client, the Graphyte Command Line Interface (GCLI), as shown in figure 8. This shell provides some basic operations for creating Codebundles from scratch, or from an existing repository of code. Some of the commands and sample interactions are shown in figure 9. Users can build and run experiments from this shell. The shell can also be configured to automatically download results from the remote server. The simple workflow of run and build allows users to exploit HPCC resources transparently. The GCLI supports all the operations of Graphyte, but, because it is executed through the shell, the user can easily mix and match with other tools they are currently using. For instance code can be edited in a user’s preferred text editor, or data can be explored using a preferred data viewer like McIDAS. While a direct client like the GCLI can provide seamless and flexible integration with a user’s current workflow, it still requires software to be installed, and relies on the user’s own software for editing and viewing of data.
5.2 Indirect Clients

In contrast to the GCLI and direct Graphyte clients, an indirect Graphyte client is a client that allows users to interact with the system through pre-existing software for communicating with internet services such as email, instant messaging and the web. For instance, one Graphyte indirect client is a web application. In this case the Graphyte client actually runs through a web server. The user’s actual client is an ordinary web browser. This means no new software need be installed on the user’s machine if they have a web browser.

The web client provides access to all the operations of a scientific workflow: editing files, building code, attaching data, and running an experiment. The web browser has an embedded editor with syntax highlighting, and outputs are viewed in the web application through viewers or in the browser directly. These features were also available in Graphyte Atlas. The new features are the ability to work with a directory containing multiple files as shown in figure 10. In addition, as with the GCLI, the system can handle a wide range of programming languages such as MATLAB, IDL, Fortran, C/C++, Python, and Java through this web interface. The only restriction is that it must be able to be run as a batch process, and the computational server (external to Graphyte) must be configured to run it. Further, the web client provides access to code repository operations such as clone and merge. This makes it even easier to develop code for experimentation using software development best practices.

6. CODEBUNDLES AND SOURCE CODE REPOSITORIES

The codebundle model from figure 7 is an object that holds, or references, the information needed to build and run the experiment. The codebundle contains a reference to a code repository (repo) where all of the source code is kept. It also contains meta information, such as specifying which file in the repo is responsible for building it (e.g., a makefile). Other information that controls how the code is built, for example system requirements on the build environment or data needed to create a build, can be specified in the codebundle.

The repo referenced in the codebundle is not formally part of Graphyte. Graphyte manages storing the code in the code repository for the user, but the repo is hosted on a separate server and could, in theory, be on a
public collection of repositories such as Sourceforge, Bitbucket or Github. We currently use scm-manager to hold repositories for Graphyte. Scm-manager supports svn, Mercurial, and git. At the moment, Graphyte Betelgeuse works only with Mercurial but will soon support svn repositories as well. Because the repos reside in an external server, there is a wide range of client software for managing these repositories on all platforms.

Access to codebundles is controlled by a permission system. In contrast to Graphyte Atlas where all code was public within the system, code can be made private or shared with specific users or groups of users. The Graphyte system maintains separate permissions for reading, editing, and building codebundles to provide users fine-grained control of their collaboration.

7. DATA ACCESS AND THE BYTE BLOB SYSTEM

Data Access and storage within Graphyte is managed by the Byte Blob Data System (BBDS). Data inputs, artifacts from builds, results from runs, and libraries can all be interpreted as binary sequences of bytes or “byte blobs.” These byte blobs can be stored on disk or in the cloud. The BBDS stores a list of redundant locations where these sequences of bytes can be retrieved, and these locations are indexed by a an automatically generated Byte Blob Identifier (BBID). The BBID is essentially a 256-byte random string made from two independent MD5 hashes. This is similar to a UUID but twice as long. Like UUID the sequence of bytes is so long that the probability of a collision between randomly chosen BBIDs is essentially zero.

The BBDS uses a non-relational document-oriented database, the open source MongoDB, to store associative arrays of metadata which refer to the BBID. This makes it possible to store arbitrary metadata about the byte blob. When a build or a run produces outputs, the artifacts are tracked in Graphyte by their BBID. The actual byte blob that is associated to that BBID may be stored externally, on disk, in the cloud, or distributed in many locations.

The BBDS is also used to allow users to access data from their programs. First the data that is to be used must be tagged with a BBID. For example, the user could upload the data in to the system. If the data is an artifact resulting from a run or build within the system, it already has a BBID. In the currently developed version of the system, libraries have been developed which allow users to access and add to a large collection of remote sensing data including MODIS and GOES imager data. Libraries are provided for reading standard data formats from NOAA and NASA such as NetCDF and HDF.

Figure 11. Diagram illustrating linking of data. The program assumes that, when run, a data file “air.1963.nc” appears in the same directory as the source (far left). Assuming the data is available on the computational server (far right), it will be linked so as to appear in the right location just before execution (center.)

Once data has been given a BBID it can be accessed by user code. Figure 11 illustrates how data in Graphyte is made available. A configuration file is generated when the user issues a command that the build (or run) should attach the data file with a particular BBID, and make it appear in the code directory with the name “air.1963.nc”. As part of the process of preparing a codebundle for build or run on the computational server, the BBID is resolved to a location. In the far left of figure 11, if the BBDS system can locate a copy of the data file on the computational server, and that server supports symbolic links, then a link is created so that the data appears in the appropriate location to the program. This strategy is particularly useful for large data sets.

If data required by the codebundle is not available at the computational server before a run or build, it must be copied there. This is clearly not a problem for small data sets. For larger data sets, the data may be copied
but be stored in a cache so that frequently used data need not be copied repeatedly. As a result, the first time a codebundle is built or run using a particular data set, the time to copy that data set will delay the execution. On subsequent builds or runs the data will be available, and only linking need occur.

8. BUILDS, RUNS AND CONDOR

As illustrated in figure 7, a Codebundle can have data attached to it and be transformed into a build model. The build model is a container object tracking a set of build outputs which are registered in the BBDS. When the language used is a statically compiled language such as C/C++, Fortran or Java, the result of a build is an executable of some form. In the case of a dynamic programming language like Python, Ruby, or MATLAB, the build process may not produce any outputs. A build must indicate a file to run, which may have been indicated in the codebundle metadata. In most aspects runs are identical to builds. A run results in run outputs which may be viewed or used in other runs, just like build outputs. The difference is that whereas a build model supports a run action, the run model is terminal. It does not directly support an action which results in the creation of other runs. Both runs and builds are executed on a computational server. To support High Performance Computing (HPC), Graphyte manages jobs through the Condor High Throughput Computing System.

Condor is a system for managing intensive jobs across distributed computing resources, such as clusters, grids, and the cloud. It provides tools for scheduling jobs, matching jobs with a suitable system, monitoring the status of jobs, and taking advantage of idle resources without interfering with their normal use. A Condor cluster contains one machine that is the central manager, and many machines that submit and run jobs. Jobs are enqueued with a “ClassAd,” a file describing the job and its requirements such as operating system, libraries or memory needed. The manager goes through the queue, sending jobs to suitable run machines. Once the job has finished, all the outputs are transferred back to the submitting machine. Condor provides a hooks system, so that on completion of jobs code can be executed. Using this hook system, Condor can communicate back to Graphyte the status or completion of jobs. Upon completion of a run or build, the BBDS tags and stores outputs and finalizes build and run models.

Condor can be used to send jobs to local clusters of machines, to grids, or to cloud computing systems. It can dispatch to all three depending on criteria. Thus, using Graphyte and Condor, users can build and run experiments which leverage HPC resources without needing to know the complexities of how to submit jobs or collect the outputs.

9. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Graphyte is being developed using a number of important software engineering “best practices.” Since Graphyte is an open source project, as its user and developer community grows, it is important that it be managed in a sustainable way. In particular many of the tools and practices of agile software development are in use. One important factor is that Graphyte is primarily being developed in Python. Python is an open source and freely available programming language supported throughout government and industry. It binds well to other languages, making it possible to use the best libraries in a nearly language-agnostic way.

Graphyte server technology is being developed in Linux to be easily deployed in Ubuntu. The GCLI currently works in *nix environments such as Linux and MacOS X, but will be ported to work on Windows as well. The indirect client web application (server) runs in a Linux environment but is accessible from a modern web browser running on any operating system.

Graphyte source code is maintained using Mercurial for version control. In addition, unit tests are developed using the Python Nose library and the built-in unittest framework. Tests for the web components were developed using the Python Twill package, which allows for scripting interaction with a web interface. The Python coverage package is used to measure how much of the code is currently being tested. In addition the code is automatically run through static type checking to maintain consistent coding style. The project also uses automated deployment and sandboxed virtual environments to maintain consistency for testing. The project is built and tested automatically using the continuous integration server Hudson. Hudson pulls the project code from the Mercurial repository, builds the project through a script, runs all the tests, and generates a report. A
screen shot of one report during development is shown in figure 12. The practice of automated builds and testing not only maintains quality but helps track progress and eases coordination between multiple developers.

While these practices cover the Graphyte software itself, rather than scientific experiments hosted through Graphyte, Graphyte does make it easier to institute these practices. For example, in order to use the system, user code must be checked into a version control system of some kind. In addition, many of the test frameworks and packages are available on the computational servers, removing the effort to install this software as a barrier to acceptance.

10. CONCLUSION

We have refined our first version of Graphyte, “Atlas,” to bring together more libraries and analysis tools for remote sensing, and experimented with utilizing HPC. Through our experience with NOAA scientists and collaborators, we have identified issues which needed to be addressed to better accommodate NOAA and NOAA-related research. We have developed a new system “Betelgeuse” which addresses these issues. The new system provides fine-grained permissions, accommodates many programming languages, and supports using HPC for computation and distributed data management. Most importantly it has been designed so that it can be integrated into other systems. This means that as GEOSS-V is developed, Graphyte can provide components and services to help integrate the analysis of remote sensing and atmospheric data.
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